• In this paper we will discues methods of construction of ηβπ structures from the given one. Ve will consider the structure with many universes and some operations oalled elementary. The main notion of this paper, interpretation, was defined by L.W. Szczerba in [l]. Elementary interpretation as a tool of getting one structure from another was characterized in [2]· It was done for structures with one universe. It was shown in [2] that every composition of elementary operations may be expressed.by a composition of only some of them (which are defined on structure with one universe). The problem is what elementary operation does mean, but this problem is rather philosophical then mathematical one. In this paper we want to characterize interpretation in the same meaning as in the papers mentioned above but for structures with finite set of universes S.| ,Sg,·.. ,S n (ma^y-sorted structures). In this case the problem of choice of elementary operations is more complicated because for every interpretation we have two possibilities. Namely, every operation may be treated as operation on all universes S 1f S 2 ,...»S n or as operation on the only one universe (e.g. as operation on the first universe S.j).
I. Jokisz-Zabilska

Main notions and denotations
Let S 1f S 2 ,..*,S n be eets (n-natural number). We define k-ary relation R(a 1 ,a 2 ,... ,β^) as a subaet of S i χ S^ x... where i.. e{l,2,...,n] for k.
Ve denote by a the eequenoe of natural nurabers i^ ,i 2 ,...,i m and we will oall it the signature of the relation R. By the projection of relation R of the signature (5= (Ι^,^,...,^) on the j-th universe we, mean . It is easy to prove the following facts:
Ι β m β a 3.1. Let rewriting operation Ρ and oroesing out operation S be as in the above definitions, and let us take a seqaenoe of sets S^,...,Sfl. Then every a;ole of Sj,S2»...,SQ is expressible by a composition of operations Ρ and S.
L e β m a 3.2. Let rewriting operation P, oroesing out operation S and repeating operation D be as defined above, S1f...tSn be a sequence of sets· Then using operations P,S,D we oan express every transposition of S.j,S2t...,Sn·
Immediately from the above two lemmas we geti Theorem 3*1.
Every permutation of the sequence s i' s 2'"*» s n cen be ob ' taiQed 08 a composition of P,S,D, where P,S,D are as in the above definitions·
Properties of elementary interpretations
In this seotion we will omit indexes (T instead of TR, A instead of A^, C instead of C^, S instead of F instead of F^, D instead of Ώφ) if it does not lead to confusion· Lemma 4*1· Let T,E,C,A,F,I> be elementary interpretations desoribed in the definitions 2.1-2.6. Then the following conditions hold:
We cheok only three cases namely a), e) and n). ïhe remaining are left to the reader. By the appropriate definitions we have: Analogously to the definition whioh says about adjoining i-th universe to the first one, we can define restriction, quotient and cartesian operations on the first universe. The definition of adjoining i-th universe to all universes will be dual to Definition 2.4. 
